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My holiday this year. In September I went to Highcliffe IO91DR in the New Forest. 
The photo’s are of the chalet and radio equipment. The rig was an ICOM IC-706 
MK11G. the antenna tuner was the ICOM AH-4. The HF antenna was a 32ft wire 
plus 66ft radial. Height of antenna approx 9ft. The VHF antenna was a W-770 HB 
mounted on a die cast box with 3 radials approx 9ft this also supported the HF 
antenna the general setup can be seen in the photo’s. Best DX YO4RYU/MM !000km 
east of Porte Rica on 14mHz. MS0WRC Barra island EU010 3.7 mHz. IZ2AJE on 
7mHz. G8CKK 
 
WSPR.(Weak Signal Propagation Reporting) from Joe Taylor K1JT. 
This powerful software can send and decode very weak signals that cannot even be                    
heard by ear. It can be best described as a method of QRP beaconing with 
automated world wide reporting via the internet.  
The WSPR software is used to create a 6Hz wide FSK signal modulated with data    
(callsign, QTH locator and TX power in dBm) 
Copy is possible when signals are extremely weak (about 15dB weaker than ear-brain 
decoded CW according to K1JT). 
Interface any audio interface for PSK31 should be alright, I use a SignaLink . 
Essentially you need an isolated audio signal from the line out of the PC to the radio 
audio input. An isolated audio signal from the radio audio output to the PC mic input. 
A means of PTT activation when TX cycle starts (can be VOX controlled). A means 
of adjusting audio levels in /out. 
 

 
 
Hope this is of interest more info on the net. I am usually on 2mtrs at various times 
Running the IC706 MKIIG antenna V2000 collinear at 25’ power 33dBm. So far no 
hits. G8CKK. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Measuring SSB Transmitter Power. PEP RF output power measurement. 
PEP can be measured and displayed on a conventional directional wattmeter extended 
with a peak hold amplifier. It is more effective and more accurate method of 
measuring PEP on speech than using a non storage oscilloscope where the user may 
miss some peaks. Note that there are power meters sold that have switches marked 
PEP, but may not be accurate reading PEP on speech. You need to validate claimed 
PEP measurement capability. 
With speech processing off the measured PEP is more than 20 times the power 
indicated by the meter with Peak Read off. 
With processing On the measured PEP is more than 7 times the power shown on the 
meter. 
PA DC instrumentation is of little value in determining PEP output on speech. 
In RF power metrology, the Crest Factor (CF) is defined as the ratio of PEP to 
average power. 
 
Thus, CF = PEP/P avg 
 
In the CW modes (CW, RTTY, FM.) CF = 1. In SSB, depending on voice 
characteristics, average power may run 50 to 65 % of PEP (CF = 1.53 to 2). In 
properly-adjusted AM average power at 100% modulation = 1.5 X  resting carrier 
power, and PEP = 4 X resting carrier power, ie. CF = 2.66.  
 
SSB POWER. Set audio level it must remain in ALC 
                         Set carrier power to out put Power. 
Power meter reading Compression Off   X 7  = PEP 
    “        “         “                 “           On   X 3 = PEP.  
   
dBm. 
 
dBm (sometimes dBmW ) is an abbreviation for the power ratio in decibels (dB) of 
the measured power reference to 1 milliwatt (mW) It is used radio, microwave and 
fiber optic networks as a convenient measure of absolute power because of its 
capability to express both very large and very small values in a short form.  
Compare dBW, which is referenced to 1 watt (1000 mW). 
 
Unit conversions. 
Zero dBm equals 1mW. A 3dB increase represents roughly doubling the power, 
which means that 3dBm equals roughly 2mW. For a 3dB decrease, the power is 
reduced by about one half, making -3dBm equal to about 0.5 mW. To express an 
arbitrary power P as x dBm, or go in the other direction, the following equations may 
be used. 
Where P is the power in W and x is the power ratio in dBm. 
 
x = 10 log10(1000P) or x = 10 log10 P+30 
 
P = 10(x/10 /1000)                     (1000 P)log x 10 = x 
 
Below is a  table summarizing useful cases. 
 
dBm 



level        Power                                                       Notes 
 
80dBm    100kW      Typical transmission power of FM radio station range 50km 
60dBm   1000W        Typical combined radiated RF power of microwave oven   
                                  elements 
50dBm     100W        Typical thermal radiation emitted by the human body. 
36dBm         4W        max output power of CB radio station. 
20dBm     100mW     Wireless router transmission power. 
15dBm       32mW     WiFi transmission power laptops. 
-60dBm        1nW      Earth receives 1W per square metre from a magnitude +3.5 star. 
 
The signal intensity (power per unit area) can be converted to received signal power 
by multiplying by the square of the wavelength and dividing by 4pie . 
 
Conversion Chart. 
 
dBm          dBW                           Watt. 
+60              +30                            !000                                                      1kW 
+50              +20                             100                                                     100W 
+40              +10                              10                                                        10W 
+30                 0                                 1                                                          1W 
+20              -10                                 0.1                                                   100mW 
+10              -20                                 0.01                                                   10mW 
   0               -30                                 0.001                                                   1mW 
-10              -40                                  0.0001                                              100micro W                                              
-20              -50                                  0.00001                                              10micro W 
-30              -60                                  0.000001.                                             1micro W 
 
Decibel watt. 
 
The Decibel watt or dBW is a unit for the measurement of the strength of a signal in 
decibels relative to one watt. Eg  1watt = 0dBW,    10watts = 10dBW    100watts = 
20dBW,    1,000,000W = 60dBW. 
 
Power in dBW = 10log10(power in W) 
 
Compare dBm, which is referenced to one milliwatt (0.001W) 
 
‘Watts’ a dBW ?.. 
In the UK the way your power is represented in the band plans and in your licence is 
in dBW-Decibel Watts. 
 
Quick Reference Table. 
 
Power in Watts                 dBW 
0.5 -3   
1                                         0 
2                                         3 
3                                         4 
4                                         6 



5                                         7 
8                                         9 
10                                       10 
20                                       13 
40                                       16 
50                                       17 
80                                       19 
100                                     20 
200                                     23 
400                                     26 
 
Where dBW comes in really useful is when working out your Effective Radiated 
Power (ERP) 
 
Assuming your power output is 100W (20dBW) your feeder losses are 6dB and your 
antenna gain is 3dBd (3dB with respect to a dipole). Your ERP is calculated as 
follows. 
 
Input Power          =      20dBW 
Feeder Loss          =     -6dB 
Antenna Gain       =     +3dBd 
TOTAL ERP      =      17dBW. 
 
 
POLARIZATION MISMATCH LOSS. 
 
In order to transfer maximum energy or power between a transmit and a receive 
antenna, both antennas must have the same spatial orientation, the same polarization 
sense and same axial ratio. When the antennas are not aligned or do not have the same 
polarization, there will be a reduction in energy or power transfer between the two 
antennas. 
 
When he transmit and receive antennas are both linearly polarized, physical antenna 
misalignment will result in a polarization mismatch loss which can be determined 
using the following formula:  
 
Polarization Mismatch Loss (dB)  =  20log(cos0) 
 
Where 0 (Theta) is the misalignment angle between the two antennas. Table illustrates 
some typical mismatch loss values for various misalignment angles. 
 
Orientation Angle                                                        Polarization Mismatch (dB) 
 0.0 (aligned)                                                                                 0.0 
15.0                                                                                                0.3 
30.0                                                                                                1.25 
45.0                                                                                                3.01 
60.0                                                                                                6.02 
75.0                                                                                               11.74 
90.0 (orthogonal)                                                                          infinite  
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